Colonization-extinction and patch dynamics of the We studied the patch structure and colonization-extinction dynamics of Silene tatarica by mapping its distribution along a 43-km stretch of riverside subjected to Local and regional determinants of colonisationIntroduction. The dynamics of metapopulations are driven by the relative probabilities for colonisation and extinction among local habitat patches and populations.
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Metapopulation -wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
The term metapopulation was coined by Richard Levins in 1969 to describe a model of population dynamics of (1996) 
, "Habitat Fragmentation and Extinction
Exploring the ecological dynamics of extinction | Extinction events are defined by taxonomic impact, however the ecological impact of extinction has been difficult to quantify and therefore less understood.
Disease and the dynamics of extinction |
Invading infectious diseases can, in theory, lead to the extinction of host populations, particularly if reservoir species are present or if disease transmission is Recovery dynamics of foraminifers and algae 1. Introduction. The extinction and subsequent recovery during the Permian-Triassic (P-Tr) interval produced great transformations in Phanerozoic life, such as a
Dynamics of extinction and the selection of
Familiar quantitative reserve-selection techniques are tailored to simple decision problems, where the representation of species is sought at minimum cost.
Dynamics of species extinction and recovery in
The current rate of species extinction is higher than at any other time in Earth s history. Despite our understanding of the causes and consequences of extinction Extinction threshold -wikipedia, the free Extinction threshold is a term used in conservation biology to explain the point at which a species, population or metapopulation, experiences an abrupt change in Amazon.com: dynamics of extinction Comment: Hardback,ex-library, with usual stamps and markings, in poor all round condition, suitable as a reading copy. pp.
Extinction dynamics, population growth and seed
The goal of this paper is to test theoretical predictions about the effects of seed banks on population dynamics and extinction rates in variable environments using
